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10 Rinehart is Building for the Future
Moving to a modern industrial building recently let Rinehart Targets

set up a sophisticated production line to produce its competition and
backyard targets. Shown on our cover, James and Barbara McGovern ini-
tially joined the firm her father founded to market the R-100 tournament
series, figuring they could earn enough money to help them finish col-
lege. But John Rinehart had other plans, surprising them by letting them
know a few months later that he was planning to retire and that he

wanted them to run the business.
That’s how the couple became two of
the youngest executives in the
archery business, a role they’re filling
with plenty of energy and fresh ideas.
One good example is the new
RhinoBlock backyard target that com-
bines flat and sculptured sides with a
patented replaceable core.

6 From The Publisher
How ArrowTrade produced this record issue,
with a whole lot of help from the industry.

8 Product Showcase
Commemorative recurve, sophisticated string jig.

24 Industry News
Vital Gear inventor launches lower-cost line,
while Crosman gets serious about the archery market

32 ATA News and Views
ATA Communications Manager Amy Hatfield provides a 
last-minute summary of what to expect during the annual
ATA Trade Show opening January 13, 2010 in Columbus, Ohio
and offering substantial savings through Big Buck Tags.

January 2010 Volume 14 Number 1

See back issues at arrowtrademag.com or arrowtrademagazine.com (for dial-up)
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36 ArrowTrade’s Annual ATA & Winter Show Guide
We worked some late nights producing the world’s best guide to the
winter archery trade shows. It’s chock full of color photos and 
details of more than 100 new products as well as show specials.
Plan your booth visits to make the best use of your time once 
you’re on the convention center 
floor. This Show Guide also can
be a great year-round reference.

119 ATA Academy
Check out the 31 free seminars 
the ATA has scheduled for the
benefit of retailers

124 Equal Opportunity Bowhunting
Tim Dehn’s first opportunity to hunt deer with a crossbow
taught him the value of lush food plots and long-range practice.

130 Knife and Sharpener Firms Provide Selling Tips 
Check out the latest knives for hunters while you learn how
you can increase your sales for this popular accessory category.

140 Pre Tournament and Post Tournament Prep
Coach Larry Wise can help you harness your thoughts and your
muscles as you work to achieve a personal best in archery.

146 Are You Overlooking Target Archery Sales?
Business Editor John Kasun shows you how to build the kind of 
archery sales that don’t revolve around hunting seasons.

156 New Products for Traditional Archery Sales
The return of our Traditional Focus column has author Todd 
Smith concentrate on what’s new for recurve and longbow lovers.

162 Crossbow Test-Phantom CLS
Jon Teater puts this premium compact model from TenPoint
Crossbow Technologies through a series of scientific tests.

166 Rytera Lands a Winner with the Alien
Jon Silks tests the Alien, first of a new breed of bows
being designed by the team of Terry and Ryan Martin.

172 Let’s Take a New Look at Bowhunting Rangefinders
Mike Raykovicz reviews simple to sophisticated models. ULTRA-SMOOTH LEVER LINK TRIGGER

INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE WRIST STRAP

ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER TENSION AND

TRAVEL

MAX-COMFORT WRIST STRAP

THE HOT SHOT INFINITY IS THE

SMOOTHEST RELEASE YOU’LL EVER SHOOT! 
SEE YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TODAY AND ASK

FOR IT BY NAME!
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Carbon Tech set out to produce high-quality arrows that the average bowhunter
could afford, the new Cougar and the Cougar XP. The standard Cougars are designed
with a straightness tolerance of .005 inch to ensure proper arrow flight and accuracy.
The XP's provide even tighter tolerances of .0015 inch. Carbon Tech is able to achieve
such high standards of straightness though their proprietary method of wrapping the
carbon when the arrows are manufactured.

The 400's weigh in at 8.5 grains per inch while the 330's weigh in at 9.2 grains per
inch. All raw shafts are 32 inches in length. All arrows can be ordered bare or fletched
with Duravanes. In addition to a full line of high-performance arrows, Carbon Tech
also produces nocks, nock adapters, target points, inserts, and other products that
work with their arrows to take performance to the next level. For more information
call 765-287-8670. See dozens of other new products in the Show Guide Section.
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Last issue I wrote a column
urging people to pay attention
to press contacts, particularly
to the publicity sheet we’d be
mailing out in preparation for
the annual ATA & Winter Show
guide that’s formed the heart of
this January issue since 2003. I
have to thank Matt Granger,
who has been the ArrowTrade
ad director for the past 12
years, for suggesting I change
the heading. Matt wanted peo-
ple to know we were offering more than a phone-book style listing, so we
headed the page “ArrowTrade Free Trade Show Section With Color Photos.”

We mailed that form to every exhibitor based in North America who
exhibited at the 2009 ATA show, from ArrowTrade’s editorial office here in
Minnesota. Meanwhile Matt reminded advertisers and potential advertis-
ers of the opportunity we were providing them to pre-sell retailers on their
products and to draw more of them to those expensive trade show booths. 

The response was overwhelming. It quickly became apparent that the
60 page goal I had laid out in my previous column was too conservative. I’m
writing this as we work late into the night to wrap up a show section that’s
already topped 80 pages. I’m very grateful that so many firms took the time
to write about their products and send us good photos. I also want to thank
all the ad agencies who made the time to help us with this massive editor-
ial effort, at a time when they were also busy creating catalogs, press releas-
es and ads for the 2010 sales year. Realistically, while ArrowTrade provided
the space and our small staff did the editing and proof-reading, there’s no
way we could have generated even half the copy by our own efforts. They
are not listed on the mast-head, but we had upwards of 100 contributors to
this record issue.

I wish ArrowTrade’s practice of providing coverage to firms whether or
not they advertise was the norm among magazines today, but sadly it isn’t.
We follow that practice because A, it’s the right thing to do, and B, it’s sup-
posed to pay off in the long run. The pay-off comes when you build an
audience so strong and trusting of a magazine’s editorial content that ads
in the publication get very good response. When a publication has that
kind of reputation, current advertisers increase the amount of business
they do with it and new advertisers choose that publication over its com-
petitors.

I’m happy to say you’ll see several companies running multiple ads in
this show issue, along with a nice grouping of advertisers who are new to
ArrowTrade. The recession that battered much of our nation’s economy
didn’t stop people from bowhunting, and it hasn’t stopped those manufac-
turers or ArrowTrade Magazine from mov-
ing forward together.

Merry Christmas, and see you at the
trade shows.
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* Offer valid on sales made between 12/01/2009 - 10/01/2010  Print offer coupon at  www.eastonarchery.com/rebate. Restrictions apply. Void where prohibited.

www.eastonarchery.com

Stock the best and let Easton drive your sales. Ask your sales 

representative or call toll-free  

888-327-8664 to receive a free  

AXIS FMJ rebate point-of-sale display.

DIRECT TO YOUR CUSTOMER

$15 mail-in rebate* fulfilled by Easton on one dozen 

(or $7.50 on six) Full Metal Jacket fletched arrows only.
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Originally developed by master bowyer Ron Pittsley, the Predator bow is engi-
neered for optimal grip comfort, neutral hand torque and maximum limb dynamics to
deliver an unparalleled combination of balance, speed and accuracy. To commemo-
rate 20 years of producing one of the easiest shooting, hardest hitting and most accu-
rate recurve bows ever made, Predator is offering a 20th Anniversary Limited Edition
model. The riser is comprised of an East Indian rosewood and maple checked strip fit-

ted between a select-grade macassar ebony grip and compli-
menting African shedua ends. A lustrous red elm accent along
the back of the grip and window enhances the riser's ergonom-
ic design. Speed is delivered via bamboo-and-carbon limb
cores backed with hand-selected red elm under clear fiberglass.
Each bow is protected with a durable satin finish and com-
memorated with hand-lettered 20th Anniversary script and a
special sequential number. Accompanying each limited edition
Predator is a custom wooden presentation box with a slider top
featuring a laser-engraved 20th Anniversary insignia. All bows
come with assembly hardware plus two high performance 12-
strand TS+ Flemish "Bikini" strings with padded loops, a Selway
Archery bow stringer, an embroidered Predator cap and a hard cover copy of Traditional
Bowyers Encyclopedia, featuring a biography of Predator bows. Call to reserve yours today,

as quantities are limited. For more information contact Hunter's Niche, PO Box 142, East Tawas, MI 48730, call (989)
984-0838, or go to www.huntersniche.com.

Predator Offers Eye-Popping 20th Anniversary Recurve

Brownell Adds Astro String, Flemish String Jig
Brownell, the nation’s oldest supplier of bowstring material, is intro-

ducing a technically advanced string material and also has a new bow-
string jig designed to improve the production of the Flemish style strings
preferred by many traditional shooters.

“Historically, Flemish string jigs look more like complex homemade
cribbage boards than the simple tools for making Flemish string bundles
they should be, a Brownell spokesperson said. “They're a confusing mess
of holes, pegs and nails on a board.  No more!” Brownell's new Flemish
string jig utilizes a straightforward system for determining your string
length requirements and makes it easy to cut precisely measured bun-
dles.  With it you can get the exact bowstring you need, time after time. The sturdy aluminum con-
struction is built to last for years and the handy easy-slide locking system makes adjusting for
string lengths of 30 to 80 inches fast and simple.  

Attending the ATA show?  Stop by Brownell's booth number 507 and see the new jig and new
Astro Flight next generation bowstring material. This is a no-creep material that’s 20 percent
stronger and can generate the fastest arrow speeds. Brownell’s testing shows it to be durable and
stable and to provide a soft shot. While it performs like a combination material it’s a special form of 100 percent high
modulus polyethylene. For more information email sharon@brownellco.com or call the firm at (860) 873-8625.

8

Carbon Express, a leader in arrow technology and
innovation introduces the Mayhem with K-360º Weave
Technology. “Mayhem is the rare series of arrow that
achieves excellence in three areas – without compromise.
The key is our innovative new K-360º Weave Technology
that provides 360 degree spine consistency for accuracy
and superior kinetic energy without adding weight typi-
cally needed for outstanding penetration. The K-360º
Weave Technology is the secret weapon behind the
Mayhem series that enables speed, accuracy and penetra-
tion in a single arrow,” noted Stephen Graham, the com-

pany’s director of marketing.
The Mayhem comes standard with BuffTuff Plus K-

360º Weave Technology for strength and spine consisten-
cy and Bulldog Nock Collars which provide unrelenting
strength and durability for nock-end impacts. The
Mayhem is available fletched with Blazer or Fusion Vanes
for added velocity and precise broadhead placement. The
arrow features a straightness of +/- .0035 inch, a weight
tolerance of +/- 1.0 grain and a spine selection tolerance
of +/-.0025 inch.  It is available in the Mayhem, or the Built
in Weight Forward Mayhem Hunter. Reach Carbon
Express at (800) 241-4833.

Carbon Express Launches Mayhem
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Versatile Cam.
Versatile Camo.

The New Primal from Quest incorporates an all new ultra smooth draw Mod Based 
SYNCTM cam and stout 13" limbs to deliver greater shooting stability and a virtually 
shock free shot at over 330 FPS.  Combine this with the exclusive G Fade Durafuse 
Finish that blends into any hunting scenario whether treestand, stalking the high 
country or blind hunting and you’ve got deadly performance in any situation.

Bow Specs:
New SYNCTM cam - Mod based Twin Track Cam System
New shorter 13” limbs
Exclusive I glide Cable guard system 

G Fade Durafuse Finish:
A fusion of camo limbs, pockets and riser with a black riser mid-section
More Durable than traditional dipping process
Provides Sharp, Crisp camo detail without stretching or distortion

Get your hands on a bow that goes anywhere you hunt .
Contact your local G5 sales rep or give us a call at 866.456.8836

WWW.QUESTBOWHUNTING.COM

Versatile Cam.
Versatile Camo.

TM

®
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Quest Bowhunting, a division of G5 Outdoors, has
introduced a 2010 Primal Twin Track Cam bow.  The bow
features the superior construction and quality G5 has
built its reputation on, combined with an all new custom

decorating process that is
exclusive to the Quest line. 

“We are very excited about
the new DuraFuse process,”
stated CEO and Founder Lou
Grace.  “The new finishing
process not only is tougher
than most, it really makes the
new line stand out.”  

In addition to improved
durability the Durafuse process
allows for different designs and
looks than have been seen in
the bow industry.  One new
design is the Gfade - a fusion of
camo limbs, pockets, and top of
riser with a black center riser
section.   With the camo top and
bottom the bow is concealed
for tree stand hunting to stalk-
ing situations in the field.  The
black riser mid section makes it
perfect for the blind. The Primal
bow is also available in full AP
camo or all black.

The 32 inch Primal bow uti-
lizes an all new modular based
Twin track Cam system which
delivers consistent speeds of
over 330 fps while maintaining
an ultra smooth draw.  The
Primal also incorporates the

Quest exclusive I-glide system, a unique cable system
that uses no moving parts and guides the string and
cable with low friction ceramic bushings. Brace height is
an easy to handle 7-1/8 inches and mass weight is 3.9
pounds. The suggested retail price is $699.95. To learn
more about Quest’s 2010 line, visit www.questbowhunt-
ing.com or call (866) 456-8836.

Ohio based Gadget Grabbers Outdoors has intro-
duced a Bow Sight Gripper to protect sight pins and
scopes from damage while en route to a treestand or
blind. The same product offers additional protection
while transporting bows to tournaments or leagues or
when leaving bows unattended on ranges. The Bow Sight
Gripper is constructed of tough waterproof nylon and
incorporates spring steel on one edge which allows
opening and closing tightly around your sight body.
While in place it protects fiber optic pins and scope lens
from damage and the weather. Grippers are available in
two sizes to fit any style of sight. Colors available include
pink, black, Mossy Oak and Lost Camo. Customize your
Gripper with your favorite bow or company logo. Retail
prices range from $8.95 to $14.95 depending on size,
color and optional logo combination. 

Reach the manufacturer by phone at (877) 544-2468.
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Breaking away from the standard plastic vane design
and manufacturing techniques, Goat Tuff Products is
proud to offer the innovative Opti-Vane for today’s
archer. 

Goat Tuff President Jerry Smith said, “Using the
patented Fusion Technology from Norway Industries,
Opti-Vanes combine two different proprietary materials
into a single vane that optimizes adhesion, durability
and arrow flight.  The soft black base material possesses
optimum adhesion properties so every vane is not only
easier to glue to the arrow shaft but provides a tight,
secure bond regardless of impact or weather condi-
tions.”

Smith continued, “The stiffer blade material and
high profile tapered design with modified parabolic pro-
file and consistent light weight provides optimum relia-
bility, durability and flight characteristics for the most
accurate, dependable shots. This tough material is unaf-

fected by extreme shooting conditions and holds up
extremely well when using shoot-thru arrow rests.”

Opti-Vanes come in six colors, are 2 inches in length,
.580 inches in height and weigh 6.5 grains. They are
available in both 36 and 100 packs.

Goat Tuff Products also offers a full line of cleaning
and gluing products for the professional and home
arrow maker.

For more information please call (520) 742-1701.

Goat Tuff Offers New Opti-Vane

Quest Bowhunting Has New Primal 

Bow Sight Gripper
Provides Protection
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Have you ever wondered if that
humorous story you’ve told countless
times around the campsite could be
the makings of a great T-shirt design?
Do you see clever hunting shirts and
think, hey, I can do that?  Well, now’s
your chance to see your ideas come to
life on a T-shirt, should it be chosen as
the winner of the Buck Wear Big-
Bucks T-Shirt Design Contest.

Over the years, outdoor and
hunting enthusiasts have relied on
Buck Wear to outfit them in unique
sportswear and fashion-forward
casual apparel with messaging that
demonstrates their passion for the
great outdoors.  Now, the company is
looking for the next big T-shirt design
idea amongst the crowd that lives and
breathes the outdoor industry, at this

year’s ATA and SHOT Shows.  
“Were looking forward to the

upcoming shows, and are thrilled to
be able to further engage our industry
friends with the company by hosting
this exciting contest,” said David
Trapp, President of Buck Wear.  “We
can’t wait to see what designs are sub-
mitted! It’s bound to be a tough com-
petition.”

Any ATA or SHOT Show attendee
is eligible to participate, and can sub-
mit as many ideas he or she believes
to be a winning design.  Submitting
an idea is easy:  simply visit the Buck
Wear booth #801 at the ATA Show or
#11249 at the SHOT Show, and com-
plete an entry form detailing your
shirt design  concept.  Ideas can be as
simple as a one-liner, for example,

“Vegetarian - Old Indian word for Bad
Hunter.”  Or, a brief description of the
graphics that accompany a phrase,
for example: Illustrate an old truck
stuck in the top of a tree with the
words “Red Neck Deer Stand.”

The grand prize (in addition to
the considerable bragging rights the
title will infer) is $500 cash, and will
be presented to winners on the last
day of the ATA and SHOT Shows.

For more information on the
Buck Wear Big-Bucks T-Shirt Design
Contest, or Buck Wear’s full selection
of t-shirts, sweatshirts and caps for
outdoor enthusiasts, please contact:
Buck Wear, Inc., 2900 Cowan Avenue,
Baltimore, MD 21223, Telephone:
(410) 646-6400.  Or visit www.buck-
wear.com.

24

Buck Wear Offers Design Contest

Crosman Corporation, interna-
tional designer, manufacturer, and
marketer of a wide range of products
for the shooting sports, announced
the formation of the CenterPoint
Hunting and Outdoors Division.
Initially, the division will offer archery
and precision optics products, but
ultimately will grow to include a
wider range of products, to include
those geared to the outdoors and
general hunting markets.  

Crosman vice president of sales,
Steve Upham comments, “This move
demonstrates our increased dedica-
tion to, and investment in the hunt-
ing and outdoors marketplace.” Brad
Webb, Crosman’s national sales man-
ager agrees.  “The formation of the
CenterPoint Hunting and Outdoors
Division is a powerful statement to
the industry that we are committed to
growth in this category. Our business
units, product development teams,

and management
have all listened to
our hunting and
outdoors cus-
tomers and are
responding with
products that
answers their
wants and needs.
This enhanced focus on hunting and
the outdoors will be an important
step for Crosman and for
CenterPoint.”

The CenterPoint Hunting and
Outdoors Division will release its first
new products in 2010, to include two
new crossbows and a new predator
line of hunting scopes.  These prod-
ucts are designed to deliver more of
what hunter’s need - power and accu-
racy - while providing cost-effective
quality and performance.  The new
crossbows and scopes, as well as the
entire line of CenterPoint archery and

optics, will be on display this season
at both the ATA show in Columbus,
Ohio January 13-15 and the 2010
SHOT Show in Las Vegas, Nevada
from January 19-22.  Visit Crosman
and CenterPoint at booth number
1060 at the ATA Show and booth
number 13038 at the SHOT Show.

Outside sales support for the new
CenterPoint Hunting and Outdoors
Division will be provided by Hudalla
Associates, CenterPoint’s nationwide
sales representative group of record
for crossbows and crossbow optics. 

Crosman Forms Hunting Division

The CenterPoint
Hex crossbow
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Dead Down Wind, an industry
leader in scent prevention, has
announced the addition of David
Billman as Director of Sales.  David
will report to Dead Down Wind
General Manager Gary Reed, and
will be responsible for all national
accounts, as well as the day to day
sales operations of Dead Down Wind
and its newest division D2W Guide
Gear.

“I have known and worked with
David for many years” stated Gary
Reed, “We think Dave is an impor-
tant addition that closely ties to our
continued growth and product
expansion.”

An industry veteran, Billman has
an extensive career in the outdoor
industry spanning over 23 years.  For
the first 11 years of his career, David
worked with Lohman Game Calls as
National Sales Manager, and later
with Outland Sports and Kolpin

Outdoors where he served as VP of
sales.  Most recently David worked as
the National Sales Manager for
Drury Outdoors. “I am thrilled to be
working with such a great company
and great product line” stated
Billman.  “I am looking forward to
serving the needs of the Dead Down
Wind retailers and consumers.”

New Sales Force
Dead Down Wind has also

announced the addition of William
Gartland & Associates to their sales
force. “To be able to work with an
experienced proven group that ser-
vices and supports all classes of
trade, like William Garland &
Associates is a true pleasure” stated
Dave Billman, “We know that this
well respected group is committed to
supporting Dead Down Wind’s con-
tinued growth in both sales and mar-
ket share. With 33 years of experi-

ence, Gartland will represent Dead
Down Wind  in 10 southeastern
states.” 

“We are excited to be working
with such a great brand.  They have
changed the game in the scent elim-
ination category.” stated William
Gartland & Associates.  “Dead Down
Wind has a number of terrific new
products for 2010 and we expect to
have a record year in 2010.”

Dead Down Wind Adds to Sales Team

Mathews Introduces Regional Ad Program
Mathews, Inc. is launching a new

Regional Advertising Program for
2010 in a continuing effort to drive
more business through the doors of
their 1100 plus authorized Mathews
retailers nationwide.

While the Wisconsin-based com-
pany has always been a leader in
national branding efforts of both their
Mathews and Mission bow lines, the
new regional advertising program will
target consumers located right in their
retailer’s own backyards.

“Retailers who choose to jump
into the program will be listed in the
‘call to action’ ads we’ll be running in
their home state or region,” said
Corrine Yohann, Mathews’ Marketing
Communication Specialist.   “We’ve
worked hard to find just the right
incentive items to help drive the pro-

motion and create urgency within the
market.   These incentive items will be
limited per dealer, so consumers will
need to act quickly to take advantage
of the opportunity, thereby creating a
greater sense of urgency.”

“It’s a win-win situation for all,”
said Yohann. “It still builds great brand
awareness but the promotion will cre-
ate immediate sales opportunities for
participating retailers.  We’re very
excited. It’s a program whose time has
come and our retailers deserve it.”

To help with the program,
Mathews has signed on Bast-Durbin
Advertising to help coordinate and
research key regional media vehicles
for the new program.

“Our goal is to free up time the
retailers previously spent on local
marketing efforts, so they can keep

their focus on selling and servicing
their customers,” said Dan Durbin,
one of the principals of Bast-Durbin.
“Our agency’s entire focus is on the
outdoor market and we’ve worked for
years with regional publications for
our current roster of clients.  This is a
very strategic, regionally focused
campaign that will address the needs
of retailers on a per state basis.”

Retailers had the opportunity to
sign up at the Mathews Retailer
Business Show December 7-9, in
Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin. Those
not attending can look for more infor-
mation in their 2010 Mathews Retailer
Pack. The deadline for retailers to
commit to participating in the
Mathews Regional Advertising
Program is January 31, 2010.

Billman with a Kansas whitetail
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www.dartonarchery.com 
800.356.6522  

sales@dartonarchery.com   
989.728.4231

**Tested at IBO specs, 70lbs @ 30” w/5grain of arrow weight per peak weight of bow.
DualSync Cam System to be covered under patent 6,990,970 B1
BNSS covered under patent 5,720,269
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For over one hundred years,
Medalist has been committed to out-
fitting adventurous men and women
who demand the highest level of
performance from their gear. Now,
Medalist is relaunching their brand
and expanding into the outdoor cat-
egory with a new product line and
cutting-edge layering system.

Medalist has partnered with
Philadelphia-based branding agency
160over90 for this complete brand
relaunch. The new brand look and
feel affirms Medalist’s promise to
provide the superior performance,
technology and edge needed to face
any active endeavor.

In addition to their hunt line,
Medalist now offers a full range of
outdoor apparel that employs their
exclusive SilverMax technology and
a new, integrated layering system.
Medalist’s SilverMax technology is
the “New Standard,” created by inte-
grating pure silver fibers into every
garment, which eliminates odor
before it has a chance to begin, and
consistently regulates your body
temperature for ultimate comfort in
any condition.

Adding to the effectiveness of
Medalist gear is its unique layering
system. Each layer works in conjunc-
tion with SilverMax technology to
create ideal comfort and perfor-
mance levels in any condition, from
blizzards to blazing heat. Products
available range from lightweight to
heavyweight and include crews, tees,
windshirts, pants, jackets and fleece
vests.

“Medalist has always been
focused on providing the most effec-

tive, high-performance apparel for
sports enthusiasts. Our new brand
reinforces that goal,” said David
Ferguson, president and CEO. “From
hunters to rock climbers to long-dis-
tance runners, demanding experts
can depend on Medalist for the best
in active apparel.”

New catalogs fully detailing
Medalist’s Hunt and Outdoor prod-
uct lines have been released and
retailers can get a copy by calling
Medalist at (800) 543-8952.

Medalist Launches New Brand Campaign

One of the informative graphics created for the new Medalist ad campaign.

Veterans of the former Bear
Enthusiast Marketing Agency and
many of its clients are back working
together in a business headed by a
third generation advertising profes-
sional

Full-Throttle Communications
in Moorpark, California, has just
opened its doors and will be provid-
ing a full suite of marketing commu-
nications services to outdoor clients
like Acme Tackle, Bear & Son Cutlery,
Buck Wear, Fieldline, Hammerhead
Industries, Heat Factory, Ontario
Knife Co., Outdoor Products, Próis

Hunting Apparel, Rinehart Targets,
Secret Weapon Lures, Scorpyd
Crossbows, Triple Crown Outdoor,
Rapid Delivery Strips and Wiley X
Eyewear. 

“We’re thrilled to open our doors
with such incredible success in these
important, highly competitive
industries,” says industry veteran
Jason Bear, CEO of Full-Throttle
Communications.  “We’re hard
charging, passionate, and know
what it takes to make things happen
to grow our clients’ brands.  In
today’s economy, it takes more than

just drive to succeed, and we’re ready
to put our team of experts on point
to truly take our clients to the next
level.” 

For more information about the
full range marketing communica-
tion services available at Full-
Throttle Communications, contact
the company at: 668 Flinn Ave. #28
Moorpark, CA 93021. You can reach
the agency by phone at (805) 529-
3700, by fax at (805) 529-3701 or can
visit online at www.full-throttlecom-
munications.com. 

Full-Throttle Starts with Strong Client Base
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Hudalla Associates would like to
congratulate Anthony Lopez for
being chosen the 2009 Hudalla Rep
of the Year.  This award, presented
annually is given to the employee
that is the "best of the best" for the
past 12 months. Consideration is
given for achievement of goals, for
being a good communicator, organi-
zation, conducting outstanding fol-
low-up, being cost efficient and over
all annual sales. Manufacturer nom-
inations are requested and used
when choosing the Hudalla Rep of
the Year.

Anthony Lopez is the Hudalla
sales rep for the states of Iowa,

Missouri and Kansas.  Anthony has
been with the Minnesota-based
company that Bruce Hudalla heads
for nine years. Hudalla Associates
has a nation-wide sales force repre-
senting some of the best-known
brands in the outdoor industry.

Hudalla Associates would also
like to acknowledge the following
reps for Years of Service awards.  Jon
Drechsel and Glen Linton 5 years of
service and Arnie Alexander, 10 years
of service with Hudalla Associates,
Inc. For a full list of Hudalla
Associates awards please visit
www.HudallaAssociates.com. 

Target Communications, a
Wisconsin-based deer-and-turkey-
hunting expo production company,
was recently recognized by the U. S.
Sportsmen's Alliance (USSA) with a
Lifetime Giving Award “in grateful
appreciation for your lifetime of
contributions totaling more than
$50,000 helping to preserve the her-
itage of the American Sportsman.”

The award was presented at
USSA headquarters in Columbus,
Ohio, by Mason Lampton, vice
chairman of the USSA Board of
Directors, and Bud Pidgeon, secre-
tary of the USSA Board of Directors.

Target Communications pro-
duces deer and turkey hunting pub-
lic expos in Michigan, Illinois, Ohio
and Wisconsin.

Deer Show Producer
Recognized For

Pro-Hunting Funds

Lopez Named Hudalla Sales Rep of the Year

Anthony Lopez

From Ben Afshari, the designer of Vital Gear, hunting accessories for the
discerning hunter, comes 4Max, his new line which incorporates the quality
you expect at an affordable price.  Ben holds 22 active patents in the archery
industry for full capture fall-away rests, fiber wrapping technology, angular
pins as well as the multi-ring concept.

4Max's slogan "Outmost for the Outdoors" shows that Ben and compa-
ny will do whatever it takes to put high quality products within reach of every
American sports enthusiast so they can spend more time outdoors. High
quality equals longer time in the field without time lost for repairs.

This product line will be marketed through Vital Gear, so there will be no
conflicting products. Vital Gear's lines focus on features and innovativeness,
while 4Max's focus is on features and affordability.

The product launch is
scheduled for January 2010,
with brochures available
soon.  Retailers and distribu-
tors can call Vital Gear cus-
tomer service at (859) 253-
1003 for questions regarding
4Max, or visit the new web-
site www.4maxgear.com.
Bowhunters are being
encouraged to ask for 4Max
products wherever they find
archery products.

Vital Gear’s Inventor Launches
New 4Max Product Line

Ben Afshari with wife Maria
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MTM Case-Gard, a leader in
ammo storage and transportation
and molded products for over 35

years, has hired Regina Wilson as
office manager and staff accountant.
She will also oversee international
sales.

Al Minneman states, “Regina
was a much needed asset to our
MTM team and brings the skills
required to manage an office.  We
were pleased that Regina also has
the accounting and export abilities
needed to help run the company.
She is a delight to work with and we
are confident our customers will be
pleased with the quality customer
service MTM will continue to exhib-
it with Regina’s presence.”  

Regina is a native of Maine and a
graduate of Gordon College in
Wenham, Massachusetts. She had
worked eight years as the staff
accountant and office manager for a
high-tech company in Massachusetts
that distributes robotic equipment.
She relocated to Ohio so that her
husband could pursue his calling to
become a pastor. 

Walker Offers New Book
National Bowhunter Publisher

Doug Walker is out with a new autobi-
ography, a 300 page book filled with
reminiscing about his 60 years in
archery and many decades in the
archery business. 

Get ordering information from
his office in Squaw Valley, California
by calling (559) 332-2535.

MTM Gains Veteran Office Manager

Dr. Ed Ashby’s broadhead test
work is behind the move among tra-
ditional broadhead makers to single
bevel designs. He’ll be presenting
what he has learned from decades of
experience during a seminar at this
year’s ATA Show. (A listing of semi-
nars appears in this issue.) Have you
ever wondered what attributes most
enhance a broadhead’s ability to
penetrate flesh and bone?  What hap-
pens to an arrow at the moment of
impact?  What good is extreme for-
ward of center?  Dr. Ashby has tested
it on  623 actual big game animals
over a 27-year span. He’ll also be
meeting dealers at the Carbon Tech
and Alaska Bowhunting Supply
booths during the show.

Dr. Ashby to Present
Broadhead Data
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